DR. RATH HEALTH PROGRAMS B.V.
NOTE:
What does our new Partner Program actually imply for you:
As a registered consultant, your position within our current fee system will remain unaffected. If you decide
to actively participate in the new system, you should consider the following:
l

If you would like to continue receiving fees from your previous work as a consultant, simply continue your
consulting activity as described in the Guidelines for Consultants of the Dr. Rath Health Alliance (dated
March 1, 2019). The 10% direct discount on your own orders as well as the other advantages defined in
the guidelines will not be affected.

l

All contacts that you register in the Dr. Rath Health Alliance will be enrolled in the Partner Program since
our focus is now on the development of our new Partner Program.

l

Until now, you have received a remuneration of 10% of the order value of your customers. In the new
Partner Program, you would be rewarded with 15%. This requires that your existing customers register
for participation in the new Alliance Partner Program.

l

Under the current system, you do not receive a fee from the order value of the customers of your first
“downline” level. In the future you could change this––with the agreement with the consultants of your
first level. With the activation of these customers in the new system, both the consultant of your first
level––as well as yourself––will be remunerated with 15% of the order value each. It goes without saying
that this “customer activation”––without any obligation––is in the interest of the entire Alliance.

l

The new Partner Program distinguishes itself from the existing system insofar as your consultancy work
at the first and second level is rewarded with 15% each. It makes sense, therefore, to concentrate your
consulting activities in the new system on the first two levels instead of levels three or four. This will also
encourage inter-personal contacts within the scope of your Alliance work.

l

One focus of our new Partner Program is a new educational campaign on Cellular Medicine and preventive health. The key element of this educational campaign will be a Diploma Course, which will be offered
both on- and offline. Graduates of the Diploma Course will receive numerous helpful tools for a successful consulting career. You can find further information in the enclosed leaflet. The participation is free of
charge to you as a consultant!

